
CONSULTING
SERVICES
You run one practice.
KZA has worked with thousands.
We bring a national perspective to your local office.
KZA works with physician groups of all sizes, from solo to 100+. We advise 
private practices, hospital-employed and academic groups, and large multispecialty 
practices. We work primarily with surgical and medical specialists.

Our team has real-world experience. KZA consultants have managed private and 
hospital-based practices, run academic medical departments, and delivered patient care.

We deliver 
implementable ideas. 
Our guidance is based on actual 
results, achieved in real practices, 
nationwide.

We don't deliver 
cookie cutter advice. 
Our highly customized 
recommendations are developed 
just for you.

We show practice leaders how 
to solve and manage their own 
business problems. Our advice 
includes tools and templates that 
help you implement and maintain 
lasting change.

We don't abandon you.  Our 
team is known for accessibility and 
longterm relationships.

KZA consultants are 
national experts 

whose guidance is 
grounded in real-world 

experience.

Practice Evaluation 
A 360-degree review of your business operation. From financial systems, 
management reports, and billing processes, to human resources policies and 
the use of automation, the Practice Evaluation is the right service for 
physicians and practice leaders who want an objective assessment and 
comprehensive set of recommendationsfor overall practice improvement.

Revenue Cycle Assessment
An evaluation of vital components that impact reimbursement systems and 
revenue. This assessment focuses strictly on the people, process, and 
payment systems that surround the accounts receivable and reimbursement 
process. The goal is to ensure your practice has the right team, the right 
systems, and the right accountability standards to submit claims efficiently, 
reduce lost revenue, manage denials and appeals, and follow accounts until 
they are paid.

Practice Check Up
Fee schedule, managed care contract, and employment agreement 
evaluation. This service assists your team with prioritizing its improvement 
efforts. It also ferrets out issues or areas of the business that require a closer 
look or more detailed analysis in order to identify solutions and implement 
lasting change.

RVU Analysis For Fees, Contracts, And Compensation
Fee schedule, managed care contract, and employment agreement 
evaluation. Leverage KZA's deep understanding of RVUs, correct coding, 
and modifier usage – as well as our team's specialty-specific 
knowledge of managed care and employment contract issues. Our 
analysis and guidance helps physicians optimize plan reimbursement 
and employer compensation.

3,900+ Since 1985!

KZA Offers:

Advising physicians to succeed in the business of medicine.
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Why Hire KZA?

KZA also offers interviewing 
assistance, strategic planning retreats, 
and implementation and practice 
start-up services. 

https://www.facebook.com/karenzupkoandassociates/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/karen-zupko-&-associates
https://www.instagram.com/karenzupkoassoc/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqB3KzGDHsgkvSx772Cj6sw

